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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates suitability and design constraints of the NS-3 Simulator for sim-
ulations of wireless protocols used by Kamstrup metering infrastructure. An overview of
NS-3 Simulator is given and preliminary implementations of two protocols are created.
Wireless M-Bus as an example of a one-way protocol for battery-powered devices. The
simulation of Wireless M-Bus is compared with measurements obtained in a real de-
ployment. NS-3 proves to be a flexible framework for developing simulations of various
network protocols, including the ones used for smart metering.
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ABSTRAKT
Tato práce zkoumá vhodnost a požadavky návrhu simulací pro simulátor NS-3 pro případ
bezdrátových sítí používaných v měřící infrastruktuře společnosti Kamstrup. V práci je
popsán simulátor NS-3 a je vytvořena základní implementace dvou protokolů. Wireless
M-Bus jako příklad jednosměrného protokolu pro zařízení napájené z baterií. Simulace
Wireless M-Bus je porovnána s daty naměřenými v reálném systému. NS-3 poskytuje
flexibilní prostředí pro vývoj simulací různých síťových protokolů, včetně těch určených
pro sítě inteligentních měřidel.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wireless mesh networks are widely deployed in various environments and for different
purposes.
A protocol improvement or replacement can improve the network parameters in
several ways. For example extending the bandwidth and optimizing its use can allow
more devices to be managed using the same resources, allowing e.g. improvement of
smart grid applications. Additionally, in cases where power consumption is a con-
cern, it is important to design the wireless protocol suite to fulfill the requirements,
such as having the lowest possible power consumption or having the consumption
predictable, so a device can have a guaranteed lifetime.
To be able to efficiently study the behaviour of the proposed mechanisms and
to compare their performance, it is crucial to develop a simulation framework that
allows the concepts to be tested with low cost, high flexibility and high level of
realism, modelling the actual devices, their actual parameters and the radio trans-
mission parameters of their deployments. In this project, the NS-3 simulator is
chosen and used as the simulation tool.
Wireless M-Bus (WM-Bus) is a one-way data-gathering protocol for battery-
powered heat and water meters. The main constraints are therefore power consump-
tion and collision avoidance without the possibility to listen to the channel and get
feedback from the network. Moreover, these devices can be placed in basements,
therefore the signals often suffer from high levels of penetration losses. While the
latter can be helped by adding repeater devices to the network, the former is solved
by the communication protocol design, as described in section 3. The data broad-
casted by the meters is gathered by devices called concentrators that are distributed
around the target area.
The complexity of the protocols and especially the size of the network make it
unrealistic to test certain aspects of the protocols in real devices. Moreover, even if
such a test was possible, tweaking the devices’ firmware would require much more
effort than editing the simulation models. The simulation therefore allows testing
new design ideas very early in the development, while keeping the desired balance
between the realism of the simulation and its complexity.
In this project, a simulation of a model of the WM-Bus procotol is created in
the NS-3 simulation tool and simulated packet hit ratios are compared with actual
measurements.
The scope of the simulation models can be extended to meet future needs, such
as aid in planning the WM-Bus network.
Chapter 2 gives an overview about the NS-3 simulator and its features, chapter 3
describes the WM-Bus protocol and its model.
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2 NS-3
NS-3 simulator was chosen as a versatile simulation tool that can be used to simulate
different types of networks including their potential upgrades and replacements.
The core of NS-3 is a set of libraries that offers a framework and tools to support
simulation development. Some of these tools are:
Scheduling – The core of the simulator. NS-3 is a discrete-event simulator, the
scheduling is responsible for managing events.
Callbacks – Callbacks allow the simulation to stay flexible, because they allow
calling methods without knowing their object’s type.
Improved Objects – Objects derived from NS-3 Object class can use advanced
features such as aggregation, easy downcasting and “smart” pointers, that
count the number of references and automatically delete the object.
Attribute System – A system of string-based attributes for objects, that can be
used to easily set different simulation and object parameters, from code and
from the command line.
Command Line Arguments Support – Allows for easy addition of custom ar-
guments and access to the attribute system.
Pseudo-Random Value Generator – Gives the same results each time the pro-
gram is run unless set otherwise. The seed of the generator can be set from
the command line using a run number that guarantees the pseudo-random
streams will not overlap. This feature can be used to run multiple trials of the
simulation, while keeping consistent results for each trial when desired.
Logging System – Offers several levels of verbosity that can be set per-model both
from the main program and from the command line.
Unit Test Framework – In order to avoid introducing errors and to check existing
code, tests can be prepared to check if the models behave in an expected way.
Tracing – To obtain results from the simulation, trace sources exist in the models
and can be accessed by trace sinks.
In addition, the base package of NS-3 also contains existing models of several
Internet protocols that can be used in simulations. Moreover, thanks to its open-
source nature and popularity there are also models that are contributed or are in
an early development. The models are not limited to just network protocols. There
are, for example, models for mobility, propagation loss and energy consumption
included.
NS-3 is written solely in C++ (as opposed to its predecessor, NS-2, which used a
combination of C++ and OTcl) and offers binding for Python for most of its API [1]
that can be used to create scripts, simulations or prototypes in Python.
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The design of NS-3 also allows it to be run in real-time while connected to virtual
machines running real networking stacks.
A short overview of a few other open-source network simulators is in the Ap-
pendix A. The NS-3 simulator was chosen as the most mature one with a potential
for a stable future development.
2.1 Simulation Model Design
The NS-3 architecture is event-driven, i.e. the simulation, broadly speaking, consists
of functions that schedule other functions to be run at a certain time. The simula-
tion engine manages the proper order of the execution and offers a comprehensive
framework for managing the execution and defining new simulation scenarios using
the existing models.
NS-3 models are abstract representations of real-world objects, protocols, devices
etc. [2] In general, these representations are implemented as classes, or sets of classes,
with a given interface that are programmed to mimic certain aspects of the real
objects. The choice of which aspects to simulate and how faithfully is a major
concern when creating and using models. It is important to choose the right balance
between the desired accuracy and complexity and speed. [1]
To achieve a high level of modularity and flexibility, callbacks, downcasting and
object aggregation are supported by NS-3 and are widely used in the models. Call-
backs allow functions to be passed as parameters and are often used to set up
inter-layer data exchange. That approach helps modularity because one model does
not need to keep a pointer to other model’s object of a given type, it instead just
keeps the callback reference. Aggregation of two objects allows the programmer to
retrieve a pointer to one of the objects by using the pointer to the other. Down-
casting allows to retrieve a pointer to a derived class by using a pointer to its base
(parent) class. Both downcasting and getting the aggregated objects are done using
the NS-3 method GetObject().
In addition to the above, NS-3 defines a concept of a Node, an Application,
a Channel, a NetDevice and Topology Helpers to aid developing simulations and
implementing models [3].
A diagram of their relations is in the Figure 2.1. The diagram shows an example
where there are two types of Channel used (e.g. a wired and a wireless channel)
and therefore two types of NetDevice have to exist, as will be explained below. One
Node has a NetDevice for both of them, the two others are only connected to one
of the types. An Application can use any Channel depending on the address and
its function. Topology Helpers are not included in the diagram.
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Fig. 2.1: Diagram of the basic blocks in NS-3 network simulations: Node,
Application, Channel and NetDevice.
They are all representened by respective C++ classes and their meanings are:
Node represents a node in the network topology, or, more specifically, a computer
or a device in the network. Devices and applications can be associated with
a Node object in a similar way as in the real world and a Node keeps a list of
pointers to all the associated Application and NetDevice objects. Addition-
ally, thanks to the aggregation technique described above, Node objects can
be associated with other objects, such as mobility model, that can be used to
define the position and movement of a certain Node.
Using aggregation enables the simulation to stay flexible – an implementation
of a certain model can check if an object of a given type is aggregated to its
Node and be able to handle different scenarios. For example, a certain Channel
model could be implemented to work both with Node objects that have their
position set via a Mobility model, and with ones that do not.
Application class specifies the functionality for a Node. Its main purpose is there-
fore generating and replying to traffic.
To achieve this, the derived classes of Application may either create whole
packets and exchange them directly with the lower layer models, or gradually
build packets including their headers using a specific model for each layer. The
choice depends on the desired realism of the simulation and design preference.
NetDevice represents a network interface and enables Node objects to communicate
with each other over a given Channel. The Channel and the NetDevice have
to be of a compatible type. In general, this class is used as an interface between
the network layer and the device-specific functions, so the higher layer models
can be switched and reused for different devices. This is especially useful for
the Internet protocol suite.
Many existing protocol stacks in NS-3 introduce a separate Phy and Mac classes
to model the respective layers when interfacing a NetDevice and a Channel.
Channel is an abstraction of the medium available to the node, typically a wire or
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a wireless medium. One Channel is shared by several NetDevice objects of a
compatible type and the Channel is responsible for keeping a list of connected
devices and delivering data between them. There may be more Channel ob-
jects in the simulation and only the Node objects with a compatible NetDevice
will be able to use them.
The Channel in this case does not represent a radio channel (meaning a fre-
quency band), but rather a certain medium. If the model is expected to sup-
port several independent, non-interfering radio channels, the NetDevice and
Channel implementation has to be adapted by introducing transmission chan-
nel numbers, central frequencies or other means to distinguish them. However,
if it is useful for the implementation, it is possible to create a NetDevice that
connects to multiple Channel objects, for example using two separate Channel
objects for a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) uplink and downlink. That
approach is used e.g. in the current NS-3 LTE model [2], but becomes very
inconvenient for a non-constant number of Channel objects.
Topology Helpers are classes designed to make the process of preparing the sim-
ulation easier, faster and more transparent. They are collections of methods
that prepare groups of objects of the above types, configure them with given
parameters and create the desired topologies and interconnections, so all the
objects do not have to be created separately.
New models of Application, NetDevice and Channel are created by subclassing
their respective classes, while Node is kept as an abstract concept defined by the
associated objects. In contrast, the Helpers are created as stand-alone classes and
they usually do not inherit from any of the NS-3 classes such as Object.
These classes do not represent a layering structure, but rather represent a skele-
ton the models may use and define general interfaces to encourage future compati-
bility. However, some of the defined interfaces are designed for the Internet protocol
stack, and therefore are inappropriate for the models of the WM-Bus protocol. An
example of such interface is the Send method defined by the NS-3 NetDevice class,
that requires a destination address and a protocol number as parameters. A protocol
number is used in IP simulations to distinguish IP and ARP packets, and does not
fit non-IP protocols. In case of WM-Bus, where all the transmissions are broadcast,
the destination address is also unnecessary.
This problem can be avoided for example by passing meaningless values for the
superfluous parameters and not using them, or by creating custom method with
the desired functionality and defining the required methods to warn the user to
use the custom method instead. Generally speaking, NS-3 does not require the
model to adhere to the Application–Node–NetDevice–Channel structure at all.
Nevertheless the models created in this project do adhere to it, but it is possible to
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refactor them in the future, if necessary.
More details about the implementation are described in the sections for the
particular protocols modelled.
2.2 Defining and Running a Simulation
2.2.1 Using the Helper Classes
The most straightforward way to define a simulation is to use the helper classes. An
example procedure to do so is outlined in the Figure 2.2.
Fig. 2.2: Diagram of a simulation setup procedure using helper functions.
First, the desired number of Node objects is created, a Channel of the given type
is created and, in our case, helper objects for the physical and the MAC layers. The
helpers will later be used to create their respective objects with given attributes.
The NetDevice Helper uses the Channel, a NodeContainer containing the Node
objects and both the helpers to create a new NetDevice object for each node. It
uses the MAC and physical layer helpers to create new MAC and physical layer
models and to connect them to the Channel. The application helper then creates a
desired Application for each Node.
Loading the data and using it to set the address and the position, as outlined
in the diagram, is specific for this project and has been developed for it, as it is
not a usual part of NS-3 simulations. The tools for loading the measured data are
described in Appendix B.
2.2.2 Using the Model APIs
If the helpers are not sufficient or not flexible enough, the users have the option to
create all the objects and topology themselves. All the procedures that the helpers
would do, such as creating the Channel and the Node objects, binding a NetDevice
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with each Node and chaining the models for each layer of each Node, need to be
implemented.
2.2.3 Creating a New Model
NS-3 already offers a wide range of existing models. When there is a feature that
none of the existing models support, or a protocol that does not have a model yet,
it becomes necessary to create a new model or customize an existing one.
As mentioned, NS-3 does not actually impose much limitations on how the mod-
els should be implemented. However, it does offer interfaces to adhere to and classes
to inherit in order to save effort and make the model more useful. When creating
a model, it is important to consider functionality, reusability and dependencies, as
stated in the NS-3 Manual [1]. That being said, there are many choices of NS-3
classes a new model can inherit from, depending on the character of the future
model.
• The Object class and its derived classes can use the NS-3 attribute system,
the object aggregation and the smart-pointer counting system. That makes
it the basic choice for most new classes. Also most of the classes in the NS-3
hierarchy inherit from it.
• When creating a new protocol model, it is useful to inherit from the NetDevice,
Channel and Application classes in order to use an interface consistent with
many existing models.
• To define a packet encapsulation structure, the classes can inherit from Header
and Trailer to be able to easily add and read header and trailer fields from
the packets. (The Packet class therefore does not have to be specialized, as
all packets are built by adding headers and trailers).
• Addresses can be represented by the Address class. A new type of address is
not created as a subclass of the Address class, but as a new base class. This
new base class then implements methods ConvertTo and ConvertFrom that
convert between the specific address type and an object of the generic Address
class.
• There are existing models for propagation, error generation, energy consump-
tion and other phenomena. The existing models are usually defined with a
common parent class, therefore it is possible to create a new implementa-
tion and plug it into other models without changing them. An example of
an inheritance hierarchy, showing the propagation loss parent class, is in the
Figure 2.3.
The newly defined model has to be plugged into the simulation. In case it is a
new model of a general type, such as a new propagation model, it can be used as a
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Fig. 2.3: A sample inheritance diagram showing a hierarchy of propagation models.
drop-in replacement for any other model of that type. In the less specific cases, the
model has to be hooked into the simulation in some way, e.g. by setting a callback
function of another model, changing the code of existing models or scheduling the
new model’s methods to be called when the simulation is started. If the new model
is derived from the Application class, it should have defined functions that are
called when the simulation runs.
2.3 Simple Wireless Module
Even though NS-3 contains a considerable amount of modules for different network-
ing protocols, most of them are quite complex. While this is an advantage when
using these modules, it becomes a disadvantage when attempting to modify them.
In order to create a model of the protocol, a Simple CSMA/CA Protocol for NS3,
further referred to as Simple Wireless, implementation by Junseok Kim [4] was used
and modified. The model simulates WiFi and is implemented to allow easy modifi-
cation.
It features the following classes:
• SwChannel, a derived class of Channel, as described above. Most of it has
been reused in the models created in this project.
• SwNetDevice, a derived class of NetDevice. Parts of it were reused, parts
were removed.
• SwPhy, a derived class of Object. This class models the physical layer of WiFi.
Most of it was reused and expanded, the WiFi-specific parts were removed.
• SwMacCsma, derived of SwMac that is itself a derived class of Object. Models
the MAC layer and most of it removed for use in the project, because there is
no CSMA in the WM-Bus.
• Related helper functions to easily create a set of nodes equipped with the
above.
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3 WIRELESS M-BUS SIMULATION
To assess the feasibility and realism of the simulation, the first protocol to be im-
plemented was Wireless M-Bus (WM-Bus) [5] mode C, that is used in some of the
meters deployed by Kamstrup, e.g. heat and water meters. The main advantage
of this protocol as a start of the project is the fact that the communication is only
one-way, i.e. the meters broadcast their data, but do not receive any signals. More-
over, there were data available from a real deployment about positions of devices
and measurements of received packets. It was therefore a good choice for making
preliminary simulations and evaluating the performance of the propagation model.
3.1 Protocol and Network
The network consists of three types of nodes: meters, repeaters and concentrators.
The meters periodically broadcast their state information. These signals are received
by the concentrators, where the data can be processed. The repeaters are used in
cases where the signals from the meters are not successfully received. They can be
configured to re-broadcast signals received from given meters, effectively expanding
the range of the concentrators in respect to those meters.
The Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of the configuration with two concentrators and
one repeater. There are several meters in range of both concentrators – the meters
are broadcasting their data, therefore both will receive them.
Fig. 3.1: Diagram of a Wireless M-Bus network with two concentrators (C), one
repeater (R) and several meters (M).
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To decrease the amount of redundant data sent, Kamstrup meters, such asMulti-
cal 21, Multical 402 and Multical 602 [6], use two types of frames: full and compact.
The data in the compact frames can not be decoded if a full frame has not been
previously received from that meter. Under normal conditions, a meter sends a full
frame, followed by 7 compact frames and then repeats the cycle. However, in case
there is an alarm occuring at the meter, the cycle is reset and a full frame is sent
after the alarm, followed by 7 compact frames. The alarms can occur for various
reasons, such as leak, burst, dry etc. The cycle is shown in Figure 3.2.
The alarm events occur independently at each meter and can be described as
Poisson distributed.
Fig. 3.2: Diagram of the full frame (F) – compact frame (C) cycle with one alarm
event.
3.1.1 Protocol
The transmission frequency is around 868.95 MHz, using FSK at 100 kcps. The
minimum receiver sensitivity for BER < 10−2 according to the specification is -100
dBm.
The communication consists of a preamble and a synchronization sequence that is
64 bits long, followed by a link layer of 10 bytes and the data. The length of the whole
frame can not exceed 256 bytes (not including the preamble and synchronization
bytes).
To avoid collisions, the messages are transmitted periodically with a period
changing according to the formula: [5]
TACC = (1 + (|ACC − 128| − 64)/2048)× Tnom, (3.1)
where Tnom = N × 2 s.
• TACC – interval between two messages of a given device
• ACC – access number of the device
• Tnom – fixed nominal interval, a multiple of 2 seconds
• N – fixed unsigned integer. For Kamstrup meters N = 8, therefore Tnom =
16 s.
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The access number ACC is a number specific to a given device and it is incre-
mented and put to modulus 256 after each synchronous transmission. The initial
value of ACC is chosen randomly for each device when deployed. Using delays cal-
culated this way helps to avoid multiple subsequent collisions between given devices.
This is achieved given the assumption that no two devices have started at the same
time with the same access number.
All the communication happens at this defined intervals, i.e. when an alarm
occurs, information about it is sent out during the next scheduled broadcast.
An example of the time differences between two transmitters that started at the
same time with access numbers 0 and 50 is in Figure 3.3. When the difference is
zero, the two signals collide. In this example the transmissions collide about twice
every 256 transmissions, i.e. 256 · 16 = 68 minutes.
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Fig. 3.3: Plot of transmitters started simultaneously with initial ACC = 0 and 50.
Collisions occur when the difference is 0.
The transmission parameters are summarized in the Table 3.1.
Center Frequency f = 868.95 MHz
FSK frequency deviation ±45 kHz
FSK chip rate fchip = 100 kcps
Data rate rdata = fchip = 100 kbps
Speficied minimum receiver sensitivity S = -100 dBm
Preamble length lpreamble = 8 bytes
Values valid for Kamstrup meters, e.g. Multical 602:
Full frame length lfull = 89 bytes
Compact frame length lcompact = 62 bytes
Tab. 3.1: Summary of the WM-Bus transmission parameters. [5] [6]
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3.2 Implementation
3.2.1 Structure
Fig. 3.4: Overview of the classes used in WM-Bus simulation.
As mentioned in section 2, the simulation in NS-3 offers a few basic classes to
be used as a base structure for new models. The functionality of Wireless M-Bus
protocol has been divided among them in the following way.
Application
The Application class has been subclassed into MbusApp class. This class is re-
sponsible for sending and receiving the full and compact messages and generating
alarms. Each object takes care of its access number and counts its increments on
every transmission.
As a design choice, one class is used for all nodes and the distinction between me-
ters and concentrators is done through setting member variables of the objects. Set-
ting up the objects is aided by helper classes MbusBaseHelper and MbusNodeHelper,
that can create a set of objects of the same type given a list of coordinates and node
addresses.
The frame payload is not relevant for the simulation, therefore the only content
of the frame is the sender address in order to track which frames get delivered. The
length of the frame, however, is remembered and used in the lower layers of the
simulation to calculate the transmission duration.
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Given the relative simplicity of the WM-Bus protocol, all the protocol-specific
functionality has been implemented in the MbusApp class. Therefore the SwNetDevice
and SwMac classes described below are mostly kept for structure and are just passing
the packets to the next layer.
Net Device
A modified SwNetDevice class, subclass of NetDevice, from the Simple Wireless
module is used. It forwards the packets from the MbusApp objects to the SwMac
objects. Moreover, it keeps pointers to those objects and to the Node object, which
can be useful for example to retrieve the node’s coordinates from lower layers, or
conversely, to retrieve a pointer to a node’s lower layer given a pointer to the Node
object.
There are SwPhy and SwMac classes. Most of their original functionality (used
in the Simple Wireless Module) was removed, as the WM-Bus protocol is much
simpler. Both of them are used at each node. The SwPhy commmunicates directly
with the Channel object, forwards the data and most importantly, checks the power
thresholds, sensitivity and SINR limits. The SwMac forwards the data and is kept in
case a MAC layer model is desired in the future.
Channel
The Channel class has been subclassed into SwChannel class. One instance of this
class is shared between all the devices and is responsible for dispatching the received
data to all listening devices’ SwPhy objects. It also calculates the interference levels
for each device.
Events
As the NS-3 simulator is event based, it is necessary to implement the whole com-
munication as a set of events. In the Application part of the simulation, the key
events are the generation of messages and triggering the alarm.
The first message of a device is generated at a certain start time, that is either
predefined or randomly chosen from a predefined range of delays (with uniform
probability). While generating the first message, an event for the next message is
scheduled with the delay defined by equation (3.1). Each message event schedules
the following message at the appropriate time.
The alarm events are scheduled in a similar way, their delays are exponentially
distributed with a configurable mean value.
In the lower layers, the key events are scheduled in the Channel instance:
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1. Sending frame ends – scheduled when sending of the frame starts, the delay
depends on the duration of the data.
2. Receiving frame starts – scheduled when sending of the frame starts as well,
the delay is the propagation delay between the sending and receiving node.
3. Receiving frame ends – scheduled when receiving of the frame starts, the delay
is the duration of the data.
Model of Frame Dropping
When the receiving functions are scheduled and run for each of the nodes, the
simulation needs to decide whether the node was actually listening and whether the
frame got successfully decoded given the signal level and interference.
This can be implemented in different ways depending on the level of realism
required. In this project, the following approach is used, partially based on the
behaviour of the Simple Wireless module.
The behaviour is illustrated in Figure 3.5. When a frame is received in the simu-
Fig. 3.5: Illustration of the frame dropping algorithm.
lation, its power is compared with the sensitivity of the receiver. If it is high enough,
the frame is remembered and the state of the receiver is set to busy. Whenever any
other message arrives, the SINR is calculated at the beginning and at the end of the
reception to check if the SINR ratio of the frame being decoded stayed higher than
the required value. In case the SINR gets too low at any point, an internal variable is
set to indicate a packet error. The state of the variable is read after the reception of
the desired packet and the packet is dropped in case there was an error. The thresh-
olds are checked in SwPhy::ReceivePacket and SwPhy::ReceivePacketDone. If
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the packet is being decoded, also SwMac::ReceivePacket and SwMac::Receive-
PacketDone are called. The latter has an indication of success/failure that signals
packet drop to the MAC layer.
The implementation in the Simple Wireless module checked the SINR only at the
end of the reception, so, in terms of Figure 3.5, it would have missed the contribution
of Packet 2 if it was shorter and ended before Packet 1.
The SINR is calculated as a ratio of the received desired signal power and the
sum of all the other signals at the given receiver and the configurable noise floor, in
linear values.
SINRdB = 10 log10
(
Prx,desired
N +∑Prx,other
)
, (3.2)
for the power in linear values of the desired signal Prx,desired and of all the other
signals at the given device Prx,other.
The realism of the frame reception could be improved by using a probabilistic
model for dropping packets instead of the thresholding approach, e.g. by subclassing
the NS-3 class ErrorModel and defining a packet error probability as a function of
SINR.
3.3 Deployment Data
The tools for loading the data are described in Appendix B.
3.3.1 Geographical Data
A geographical dataset with the positions of the meters and repeaters and concen-
trators in KML format was available. Library libkml [7] was used to load the data.
Additionally, it was necessary to convert the geographical coordinates (longitude
and latitude) to Cartesian coordinates that could be used in the simulator and in
the propagation models in general. The description of mapping the geographical
coordinates to Cartesian coordinates is in the Appendix D.
3.3.2 Measured Values
Measurements from the concentrators were available as a set of SQLite databases.
Among other information, they contained hourly values of: mean received signal
per a given node, the variance of that value and a number of successfully decoded
messages.
After pairing the measurements with the geographical data, it was possible to
export the nodes’ distances and angles in respect to the concentrators and their
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orientation, as well as respective received power information. Such exported data
could be used to assess different propagation models in other tools, e.g. Matlab.
A log-distance propagation model was chosen, because it is quite simple, yet can
give satisfactory results and it has an implementation in NS-3.
3.3.3 Log-distance Propagation Model
The first and simplest model investigated was the log-distance path loss model, that
can be defined by the following equation (in dB) [8]:
PL(d) = PL(d0) + 10n log(d/d0) +Xσ (3.3)
Where PL(d) is the path loss at the distance d, PL(d0) is the known path loss at
the reference distance d0, usually the free space propagation loss at 1 m, 100 m or 1
km is used. The parameter n describes the relation between the distance and path
loss and depends on the environment. Xσ is a zero mean Gaussian random variable
(in dB) which represents the local shadowing that is assumed to be log-normally
distributed.
However, while the direction and gain of the concentrators is known, there are less
data about the orientation of the repeaters and meters, therefore omnidirectional
gain pattern of 0 dB is assumed. There is even more uncertainty for the meters
propagation losses, as the signal can be attenuated by penetration loss of walls and
ceilings etc.
The propagation model was first tested using a Matlab script. In addition to
the loaded data, an approximation of the concentrator antenna pattern was created
based on its datasheet.
The data were then used to find the appropriate parameters of the log-distance
model. However, it turned out that the model fits better when the antenna pattern
of the concentrators is assumed to be isotropic 0 dB gain.
Eventually, the simulations were run with n = 2.97, which was a result of fitting
the data, and PL(d0) = 31.22 dB, i.e. the free-space propagation loss at d0 = 1 m
for a frequency 868 MHz.
10 log
(
4pi · 868.95 · 106
3 · 108
)2
= 31.22 dB. (3.4)
The model could be improved using knowledge about repeaters. On the other
hand, there are not that many repeaters in the data set. Nevertheless, it remains a
viable future improvement.
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3.4 Simulation
Two types of simulation were run: one using the average path loss values from the
measurements as a fixed path loss between the given meters and respective concen-
trators, and one using the log-distance propagation model to calculate the path loss.
The simulation was set to log the sent and received frames into SQLite database
in order to estimate the simulated hit rate, which was chosen as the parameter of
interest.
3.4.1 Shadowing
A value modeling shadowing is added for each transmission in both cases – when
using fixed path loss values from measurement and when estimating the path loss
using the model. The value is taken as a realization of a zero-mean normally dis-
tributed random variable with a configurable standard deviation, in decibels, i.e.
the linear value would be log-normally distributed. The packet hit results were the
most similar to the measured ones when the standard deviation of this variable was
3 dB.
3.4.2 Detection Threshold
Another configurable parameter of the simulation, also used in both cases, is the sen-
sitivity of the receiver, i.e. the minimum received power that results in a successful
packet reception.
The value giving the best results was -100 dBm.
3.4.3 Results Comparison
Three types of data were compared – the measured path loss as given in the data
set was used as a reference, simulation results with measured path loss and with
simulated path loss were then compared with it, as outlined in Figure 3.6.
The key point of interest was the packet hit rate value, which represents the
number of packets from a particular meter received at a given concentrator in a unit
of time, e.g. an hour. With a known number of packets sent, it can be represented
as a percentage indicating the success rate of packet delivery:
rhit% =
Nreceived
Nsent
. (3.5)
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Fig. 3.6: Overview of the simulations.
Using Measured Path Loss Values (Experiment 1)
The average measured values of the path loss between concentrator-meter pairs were
extracted from the database. The values can be expressed in the following way:
Prx,avg;c,m = mean
t=1h,2h...
(
Prx;c,m(t)
)
(3.6)
For all points where Prx 6= 0, because zero values in the database were considered
false positives or errors in the data. The average received power Prx,avg for a given
concentrator c and meterm pair was calculated as an arithmetic mean of the average
decibel values measured each hour by the concentrators (the hour-averages were in
the available dataset).
Using Simulated Path Loss Values (Experiment 2)
The simulated values were calculated using the log-distance model as defined above
in section 3.3.3, assuming a 10 dBm transmitters power.
Comparison with the Measured Hit Rate
The reference data was the measured hit rate, taken from the same dataset as the
path loss in a similar way:
Ravg;c,m = mean
t=1h,2h...
(
Rc,m(t)
)
(3.7)
where Ravg;c,m represents the average received hit rate for a given concentrator and
meter pair.
The prepared data were then analyzed in Matlab. Only the concentrator-meter
pairs available in both the simulated and measured datasets were considered. The
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datasets differed because the system was not yet completely deployed, so the mea-
surements were not complete, but the coordinates used for the simulation included
the locations that were planned for the future.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 compare the hit rate values from the measurements with
the simulated hit rate using measured path loss and the simulated hit rate using
simulated path loss values.
Figure 3.7 shows how many concentrator-meter pairs (Y axis) were there for
a given range of hit rates. The plot is drawn using lines for clarity, however it
represents a histogram with 40 bins. There is a high number of pairs that have very
low hit rates. These are all the pairs that have very poor connection, but at least
one packet got delivered due to fluctuations in the signal strength, so they appeared
in the database. The other peak appears for high hit rates that are close to the
maximum, creating the U-shaped plot.
The Figure 3.8 shows how the error of estimation between the measured average
hit rate and the simulated ones was distributed. The number of occurences on
the Y-axis represents the number of concentrator-meter pairs that differed by an
amount given by the X-axis. The range centered at zero difference is the number of
concentrator-meter pairs that differed the least. The left half of the plot are pairs
that were “optimistic” in the simulation, because the simulated hit rate was higher
than the measured one. The right half, on the other hand, are the values that were
simulated with lower average hit rate.
The plots show that even the log-distance propagation model yields meaningful
results, even though they obviously do not get as close as the simulation with known
average path losses.
The maximum achievable hit rate in this case, given the average transmission
period of 16 s, is 3600/16 = 225.
3.5 Summary
Wireless M-Bus is a simple, one-way protocol, well-suited for simple battery-powered
devices. The model implemented in this project is a coarse approximation of it,
nevertheless it closely predicted the general packet delivery rate in a simulation
based on real data.
The model could be further improved by implementing a model of a repeater
device. The predictions could be improved by using a more sophisticated propaga-
tion loss model, especially when more data about the installation of the meters is
available, and by using a probabilistic model for dropping packets.
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being in the given hit rate range (X-axis).
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4 RPL
IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (RPL) is a recently
developed routing protocol. It was created as a reply to the demand of an IP-
based routing protocol for lossy and low-power networks[9]. It therefore allows
easy interoperability between these kinds of networks and the remaining IP-based
Internet. Moreover, the use of IP allows easy reuse of existing code.
The routing in RPL is based on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). It is a com-
bination of distributed and centralized mechanisms. While the low-power nodes
use distributed DAGs to find a default route to a border router, the border routers
maintain a global view of the network topology[9].
RPL is of interest because it could serve as a replacement for other protocols
used in low-power wireless networks, such as the ones described in this project. Due
to time limitation, its model was not implemented as planned. However, there is an
existing effort in the NS-3 community to develop such a model [10].
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5 CONCLUSION
The NS-3 network simulator has been shown to be flexible and powerful enough
to simulate two protocols of different types. Despite being simple in nature, the
model for Wireless M-Bus was able to predict the general trend of hit rate in a real
deployment.
In case of further upgrades, the models are easy to modify. Moreover, in case
an upgrade to a standard protocol is considered, there might be existing models for
that protocol, either directly in the NS-3 bundle, or as a third party contribution.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
AND ABBREVIATIONS
AMI Advanced Metering Infrastructure
ARP Address Resolution Protocol
BER Bit Error Rate
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
CSMA Carrier Sense Multiple Access
CSMA/CA Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
FDD Frequency Division Duplex
FSK Frequency Shift Keying
IP Internet Protocol
KML Keyhole Markup Language (Used by Google Maps to store data)
LTE Long Term Evolution
MAC Media Access Control
NRZ Non-Return-to-Zero
RPL IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks
SINR Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
WM-Bus Wireless M-Bus
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A OTHER SIMULATORS
There are several simulation tools available, with different features, licenses and
target uses. Several network simulators were considered: Omnet++, NS-2 and NS-
3, WSNet and Contiki/Cooja.
A.1 Omnet++
Omnet++ is a modular network simulator with a wide range of modules with differ-
ent features, including wireless sensor networks. It also includes a graphical interface
integrated with Eclipse.
The network structure is defined using a special language called NED, while the
library itself is based on C++.
A.2 NS-2
NS-2 used to be a very popular network simulator, with several projects expanding
it for more specific tasks.
It is based on C++ and OTcl.
While still being maintained, it is not under very active development, because
of its successor, NS-3.
A.3 NS-3
The first release of NS-3 was made in 2008. It is a completely new simulator, trying
to overcome the problems of NS-2, especially the complicated use of two languages,
some bad design decisions [11] and the emergence of several incompatible forked
versions of it.
NS-3 is written in C++ and it has Python bindings to allow writing simple
scripts in Python as well.
Even though NS-3 does not support as many protocols as NS-2 does, there is
already a work in progress to implement 6LoWPAN and RPL [10], which are suitable
for mesh networks.
A.4 WSNet
WSNet is a project specialized for large scale wireless networks [12]. The networks
are defined by XML files, while the modules are defined in C.
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However promising the features seem, the project also appears to be in early
stage of developmnet and especially is lacking thorough documentation of the API.
A.5 Contiki/Cooja
Contiki is an operating system for wireless networks of low-power and low-memory
devices. It includes a network simulator called Cooja, however it is designed to
simulate nodes running the Contiki OS, therefore would be too specific for the
purposes of this project.
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B DESCRIPTION OF THE AVAILABLE DATA
B.1 Measurements
The measurements were available as a set of hourly SQLite datafiles for each of the
concentrators.
Each of the files contained a table with a row for every meter and repeater whose
signal was received during that hour. The columns this project used contained data
about: meter number, meter type, average received signal, average hit rate.
To make the measurements more convenient, a small program was created in
order to copy the contents of the datafiles into one master database.
The program’s name is crawllogs.cc and it accepts a list of the datasets as
arguments, the output database name is outputdb.sqlite and can be set in the
source code. The program can be used using the following shell command to search
for all datasets:
f i nd <Da t a f i l e s l o ca t i on >/ −iname n e t l i s t . db −pr in t0 | xargs −0 . / c r aw l l og s
To increase the execution speed of the simulation and other operations, it was useful
to also create a database with mean values only. A program genMeansDB.cc does ex-
actly that – it loads a file outpudb.sqlite and generates a file outputdb_means.sqlite.
It was generated using the following SQL command, which represents the equa-
tion 3.6:
INSERT INTO allConcentrators
(BaseNumber, Ip, Number, Manufacture, Type,
SignalMean, SignalVariance, PacketHit, PacketHitRepeated)
SELECT BaseNumber, Ip, Number, Manufacture, Type,
avg(SignalMean), avg(SignalVariance)/count(SignalVariance),
avg(PacketHit), avg(PacketHitRepeated)
FROM orig.allConcentrators
WHERE SignalVariance!=0 AND SignalMean!=0 GROUP BY BaseNumber, Number;
Both crawllogs.cc and genMeansDB.cc can create their output databases, but
leave the existing data if the database exists; in most cases it is therefore necessary
to delete or rename the existing database files before running them. They both used
the libsqlite [13] library to work with the SQLite files.
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B.2 Positions of the Meters and the Concentra-
tors
Positions of the meters were available as a KML file with the positions of the meters
grouped by their availability in given concentrators, prepared for viewing in Google
Earth.
Similarly, positions of the concentrators were available as a KMZ file, which is a
compressed version of KML. Additonally, they were stored as lines starting at the
concentrator position going in the direction of the antenna’s orientation. The file
was loaded using a function based on the libkml library [7].
Moreover, while the meter’s KML file contained their serial numbers, the concen-
trators were only marked by their site and direction text. The concentrator names
were assigned by parsing CSV data exported from a spreadsheet file that contained
the site names and serial numbers.
The serial number, position and direction were saved into a list of structures
with this information and used as an input of the Helper functions when setting up
the topologies.
It would be useful to separate the parsing from the simulation code by saving
the coordinates and serial numbers into a database, so only the database would be
accessed from the simulation and the parsing functions could be independent.
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C INSTALLATION AND USAGE
C.1 Installation on Fedora Linux
The following procedure describes how to install NS-3 on Fedora Linux 16 [14].
Other systems may differ, but the general concept should be similar.
~ # yum i n s t a l l gcc gcc−c++ python python−deve l mercur ia l \
bzr g s l g s l−deve l gtk2 gtk2−deve l gdb va l g r ind doxygen \
graphviz ImageMagick python−sphinx dia f l e x b i son \
compat−gcc−34 tcpdump s q l i t e s q l i t e −deve l l ibxml2 \
l ibxml2−deve l un c ru s t i f y l ibkml l ibkml−deve l boost \
boost−deve l u r i p a r s e r u r ipa r s e r−deve l
[ f o r x64 systems ]
~ # echo "/ usr / l i b 6 4 / l ibkml " > \ / etc / ld . so . conf . d/kml−x86_64 . conf
[ f o r i686 systems ]
~ # echo "/ usr / l i b / l ibkml " > \ / etc / ld . so . conf . d/kml−i 686 . conf
~ # ld c on f i g
~ $ mkdir repos
~ $ cd repos /
repos $ hg c lone http :// code . nsnam . org /ns−3−a l l i n o n e
repos $ cd ns−3−a l l i n o n e /
ns−3−a l l i n o n e $ l s
bu i ld . py cons tant s . py d i s t . py download . py README u t i l . py
ns−3−a l l i n o n e $ . / download . py −n ns−3.13
ns−3−a l l i n o n e $ . / bu i ld . py
ns−3−a l l i n o n e $ cd ns−3.13
ns−3.13 $ . / waf −d debug −−enable−examples −−enable−t e s t s c on f i gu r e
ns−3.13 $ . / waf
ns−3.13 $ . / t e s t . py −c core
ns−3.13 $ . / waf −−run he l l o−s imu la tor
After NS-3 is successfully installed, the sw directory from the attachment ?? can
be copied into the ns-3.13/src/ directory:
$ cp sw ~/ repos /ns−3−a l l i n o n e /ns−3.13/ s r c /
And the build can be reconfigured:
ns−3.13 $ . / waf −d debug −−enable−examples −−enable−t e s t s c on f i gu r e
In case of problems with the linker, there are additional libraries set in src/-
sw/wscript and their paths may need updating, especially on non-64-bit systems
the paths need replacing /usr/lib64 to /usr/lib.
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C.2 Running the Simulations
Before running the simulations, the following paths to data files need to be set: IP-
MAPPINGFILENAME and NAMEMAPPINGFILENAME in sw/model/ConcentratorMapping-
Utils.h and MEASUREMENTS_DB_NAME, METERS_KML_FILENAME and CONCENTRATORS-
_KML_FILENAME in sw/examples/mbus-simple-ex.cc. Sample data are in the Data
directory on the attached CD.
Then the simulations can be run. The WM-Bus simulation can be run using a
command like this:
ns−3.13 $ . / waf −−run "mbus−s imple−ex "
Or, with parameters and output:
ns−3.13 $ . / waf −−run "mbus−s imple−ex −−txPowerDbm=10 \
−−pathlossExponent=2.97 −−useMeasuredPathloss=0 −−noiseFloorDbm=−108 \
−−s in rThresho ld=8 −−shadowStd=3" 1> /dev/ nu l l 2>tmp . txt ; \
echo $STARTDATE; date ; . / l a t e s tTra c e2 c sv > outputPacketHits . csv ; date ;
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D CONVERTINGGEOGRAPHICAL COORDI-
NATES
The positions of the meters, repeaters and concentrators were given in longitude and
latitue, but to be practical in the simulation, they had to be converted to a Cartesian
coordinate system. There are many map projections that could be used to achieve
this goal. For the purpose of a rather small area of one city, the Universal Transverse
Mercator coordinate system seemed to be a reasonable choice. This projection splits
the area of Earth into 60 zones, 6 degress of longitude wide, and covers each of them
using the Mercator projection.
To calculate the coordinates, the following equations can be used [15] – x in-
creases east and y increases north. Given latitude φ, longitude λ and reference
meridian longitude λ0, most of Denmark is in zone 32 with λ0 = 9◦
x = x0 + k0N
(
A+ (1− T + C)A
3
6 + (5− 18T + T
2 + 72C − 58e′2) A
5
120
)
(D.1)
y = y0 + k0 [M −M0 +N tanφ
(
A2
2 + (5− T + 9C + 4C
2)A
4
24+
+(61− 58T + T 2 + 600C − 330e′2) A
6
720
)
]
(D.2)
where k0 = 0.9996 for the UTM projection and:
e′2 = e
2
1− e2 (D.3)
N = a√
1− e2 sin2 φ
(D.4)
T = tan2 φ (D.5)
C = e′2 cos2 φ (D.6)
A = (λ− λ0) cosφ (D.7)
M = a
[(
1− e
2
4 −
3e4
64 −
5e6
256 − . . .
)
φ−
(
3e2
8 +
3e4
32 +
45e6
1024 + . . .
)
sin 2φ+
+
(
15e4
256 +
45e6
1024 + . . .
)
sin 4φ−
(
35e6
3072 + . . .
)
sin 6φ
]
(D.8)
M0 = 0, as it is the value of M at the latitude where the coordinate system begins,
i.e. the equator (φ = 0).
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Eccentricity of the Earth ellipsoid e = 0.081892
Equatorial radius a = 6378.137 km
Point of origin x0 = 500 km
Point of origin y0 = 0 m (Northern hemisphere)
Point of origin y0 = 10 000 km (Southern hemisphere)
In all equations, λ, λ0, φ are in radians. The origin values x0 and y0 are used to
avoid negative numbers.
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